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About This Game

Real time strategy game featuring over 130 different types of units and technologies, 21 campaign missions with characters and
an intriguing story, unlimited random map skirmishes with many customizable settings, network multiplayer to challenge your

friends, and so much more in this RTS!
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Features

Build over 130 different types of units and technologies

Rescue the Omicron Initiative in 21 missions

Command and conquer massive 5,000 unit battles

Play unlimited random map skirmishes

Conquer four friends in online multiplayer combat

Dominate with seven awesome RTS mega units

Deploy a full arsenal of infantry, aircraft, naval, and ground forces

Enjoy rich environments with ambient objects and weather

The story:

You investigate a secluded military lab and find something horribly wrong! All of the scientists are missing and the facility is
ransacked. Years of research and top secret classified experiments are no where to be found.

The missing scientists, known as the Omicron Initiative, are responsible for developing new technologies. The only clue to their
disappearance is a mysterious text message reading "we were forced to do it". The team's disappearance threatens the secrecy of

it's research, which could potentially put your country into a chaotic panic. Now there's only one person who can rescue the
Omicron Initiative and protect its secret technology from falling into the wrong hands.

In 21 real time strategy missions you'll race across the world to find out who, or what, is responsible for the team's
disappearance. You'll battle with over 130 different types of RTS units ranging from infantry and ships to giant modern mega

units.

After honing your skills in the campaign, fire up a random map and experience insane 5,000 unit real time strategy battles!
Choose your nation and test your mettle in online multiplayer or conquer some AI opponents offline. Many adjustable options

ensure every game is unique. Want to play with only ground units? Make the victory condition the death of a specific unit? The
options are limitless in this real time strategy game!

It's time to arm up and get in the war!

Behind the Game:

Hello, my name is James, I'm an indie developer and programmed 100% of Machines at War 3 over the last two and a half
years! It was quite the undertaking and I almost gave up several times, but through bad times and good, I'm excited this real time

strategy game is done! I hope you enjoy it and if so please let me know, sometimes when things are tough an email or review
from a customer really helps. Game on!

Even more reviews!

"Easily one of the smoothest playing RTS experiences"
148Apps

"This game is epic."
iDownloadBlog
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"The number of units that can be created is staggering"
Armchair General

"An ultra-solid strategy game full of interesting features, large maps, and a wide array of gameplay situations."
Gamers Critic

"An assault helicopter above, exploding, and a little trooper in a teal jumpsuit parachuting out. Maybe a nice visual touch in
another game. Here? Well, shucks to that 'copter. You've got another pair of boots on the ground and a forward position to

secure."
"This control scheme really shines"

"Normally you can't access beard tech like that until the end of the the tree."
PocketTactics

"A robust selection of gameplay modes and units."
"Machines at War 3 is all about the action, and the game coats it in an engaging 21-mission campaign with unique objectives."

Mac|Life

"Every fibre screams homage to the retro RTS games we grew up on"
Gamegrin

"Machines at War 3 has a variety unmatched by other RTS titles."
Nizulo

"The randomly generated maps mean that the experience is new each and every time."
Daily Joypad
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Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
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Isotope 244 LLC
Publisher:
Isotope 244 LLC
Release Date: 23 Jul, 2014
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Early game: Ma, I got this in the bag!! No sweat!

Mid-game: started to hyperventilate (-.-")

Late-game: pulling hair out

Finish: I... I... did it?! Goku exhausted

Easily one of the best puzzles I've played in many years. Good art & soothing music. I'm hooked on this game series. 10\/10.
Transport Giant 'gold' was\/is a great game to play. Nice features for a small game and a lot of opitons for a great
transportnetwork.

This game is simular to the 2004 game Transport Giant Gold Edition.
There are a few new feautures who are added on. And the tool to zoom out\/in has become a great tool to oversee your map!
What I realy miss in this steam version: " the competitors ". When you start a random map\/free to play, the game asks you how
many compeditors you want to add on, but they never show to your list of competitors. With this big miss no one can make a
nice strategy to overpower the map and take-over other competitors.

What the builders could think about:
- add on competitors
- real-life signs: like orange : the trains might go pass the signal but wiht a lower speed
- new bridges with the option for tonages (it forces to the player to make a strategy)
- separate the look of the industries between continents. The city's have a diffirent look but not the industries (the wheat farms
for example are in a American style. In real life European farms don't have those)

Overall it is simular to the 2004 game. A few new things are added on but also the big loss of compediotors.
If you want to create your own transportroutes this might be a nice game for you.. Out of all of the non-mission pack DLC for
this game, this is probably the ONLY one worth purchasing. This is only for the Valkyrie and only good up to mid-levels and
only up to normal difficulty. For a buck it's alright, it can give you a slight advantage at the start of the game because it's quite
powerful at that time but it quickly becomes obsolete overall and is useless after a time.

I like it, I'd recommend it but none of the other stuff, except maybe a mission pack.. Enjoying this as much as the first chapter,
but again the point and click is a bit off and takes some getting used to. Half an hour in so far, and have got myself stuck (lol).
Shall be interesting to see how much it takes to get myself unstuck and moving again.. I like the idea of a program like this, but
this is poorly executed. The sounds loop with very little variation after a few seconds of playing, there's a lot of definitely-not-
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ASMR sounds in here (and very few conventional ASMR sounds), and there's very little ability to customize the sounds to
something that resembles ASMR. This project has potential, but until it reaches that potential, this program is not worth the
money.. It forces you to have a vag ina. It's just not fun. I wouldnt even recommend buying it on sale like I did. It's just boring..
I love this game. It's super cute, small, and it's lovely. My only gripe is how the trophies unlock after collecting 3 stars. It's not
required, but getting three stars to only then learn that you blocked the trophy was sometimes frustrating. On occasion, it would
lead to a more creative solution, but sometimes it felt boring. Overall, very cute game. Solid 9.5\/10. did even get my items...
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i will say i love how goofy yje game is and the textures are just amazing i hope this game continues and lives on.. Love this
game, it has everything a good game needs.
. Bugged, cant play online without disconnecting every few minutes. A Terrible awful game with a terrible awful dev.. This feels
like a point and click adventure. Its got good pixelated art and a good soundtrack, but it feels like a lonnnnng stroll with nothing
happening. It is a beautiful piece of pixelated art / landscape, but just dull and too soothing for me. I can imagine this would be
an awesome game for some, go youtube it see if you like it.. Sparkle 2 is a wonderful puzzle game, very similiar to Zumas
Revenge and the Luxor game's. This game has a magical feel to it, and a story to go as well. The music is pleasant to the ear, and
the game is very addicting. If you like these type games you will enjoy this game for sure :)

With out to many spoilers, the store page descibes the game very well, what you see and hear is what you get. This game is
worth the asking price, in my personal opinion :)

I will play this game till the cows come home, inbetween other games, and at my own personal leisure.

I Love this game \u2665\u2665\u2665

Only 1 down fall, my achievement for getting all the stars in Survival did not activate and pop, must be a bug glitch :(

. It hurts me to downgrade this game. You need to drive between hills and grab coins. I like it. Its simple, fun and pleases me.
The bad news is....the game simply breaks and closes after a while playing. Everytime.
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